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following on from her acclaimed second book of crime fiction dead girls, haruki murakami releases her new novel the wind-up bird chronicle. this engrossing, international bestseller follows the story of a young boy's pet bird, which mysteriously winds itself up and flies away to an as-yet-unknown destination, leaving the boy to ponder on the significance of this
seemingly trivial act. a dark and suspenseful novel, the wind-up bird chronicle is an enthralling read. natsuo kirino is, of course, best known for her "torture novels" characterized by disjointed narratives in which one scene follows a chain of other scenes that reveal just as clearly that the puzzle the narrator has been solving is a double one, that its solution lies in
his tormenting of himself. in paper woman, he now holds up a mirror to the difficult process of growing up in japan, a country whose physical and cultural landscapes are, according to him, utterly foreign to the west. and a portal to his own personal hell. but after a place where i will be returned and grotesque, the pain of being unable to know where the truth lies
in this maze of pain and ugliness has also taken its toll. they have left their mark on the author and his readers alike. in broken pumpkins, which collects natsuo kirino's short stories about the cult of soccer (specifically women's soccer) in japan, the author offers a distinctive and richly textured take on the modern japanese landscape, one that is at once both
exhilarating and disturbing. another winner for the author is the short story "yasuko," about a woman who works as a telephone operator for a company of varied sexual and social permutations -- a witty sociological jape on the modern japanese household.
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kirino natsuo is one of my favorite authors. i've been reading her stuff since i started reading japanese; her style is perfect for me. i like how she makes things interesting, but still makes you understand them.. from the author of "grotesque" comes her latest novel "out", a dark, psychological thriller that takes place in tokyo’s red-light district. "out" details the
lives of four women and what transpires when one commits a murder. grotesque is a disturbing look at the paths two sisters take as they move forward in life. natsuo kirino broke my heart in grotesque. i read the book twice and tear up each time i finish, and so much of the book is so sad. i think about this book all the time now. i cant think about any other book,
and i cant go to sleep without thinking about the tiny little baby and what he must have been thinking. i think about grotesque more than anything else. i think about it when im ill, i think about it when im happy and i think about it when im sad. it always makes me sad when i think about it. tatsuma said it best when he said, i dont care how much you love your

husband-the answer is no. the characters in grotesque are all so sad, and the author does such a good job of showing how bad things are. i felt bad for them, and i think that real life is very much like that. i dont know if you know this, but an article said that grotesque was named one of the top ten most violent books ever written. things are really bad in the
world, and things get even worse for the characters in the book. i think that it gives a very good illustration of how things are in the real world, and how things are for all of us. 5ec8ef588b
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